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TESTING REAL-TIME PARAMETERIZED SYSTEMS ARMELLE PRIGENT AND OLIVIER ROUX



Abstract. Testing is an important step in validation process of critical systems. Black box testing consists in verifying that the system conforms to the behaviour of its model. In the case of realtime systems, temporal constraints have to be taken into account in test generation. In this paper we tackle the problem of conformance testing for parameterized Real-Time systems. introduced. Parameterized timed automata allow to model systems with a finite set of parameters that represents unfixed clock constraints. The method proposed here generates parameterized test sequences associated with a set of constraints on parameters for which the specification do not have deadlock behaviours.



1. Introduction The behaviour of a real-time system is highly dependent on the temporal performances of target hardware platforms used for the implementation. Moreover, reactions delays are constrained by temporal performances of the environment components which interact with the system. These constraints should be taken into account at the earliest stage of development process. Traditional specifications of this kind of systems take into account temporal constraints of environment or implementation with real timed values. An approach described by [AHV93] consists in including parameters in the specification in order to describe temporal constraints that are unknown in the specification stage of the development process. In fact, a real-time constraint on the system makes sense only in a concrete environment. The model is represented by a parameterized timed automata network. Conformance testing increases confidence in software quality. Traditional approaches of real-time test generation consist in computing test cases from specification with respect to real timed values in clocks constraints. In this paper, we tackle the problem of deriving test sequences from a specification where temporal constraints are expressed through parameters. We argue that parametric conformance testing can be helpful in system design process. In fact, during parametric test cases derivation the method leads to compute a set of constraints on the parameters. Studia Informatica Universalis
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These constraints can be helpful to choose suitable implementation components. Related works. Several studies about timed test sequences generation have been proposed. An extension of test theory for mealy machines in the case of dense real time systems was proposed by Springintveld et al [SVD97]. This extension yields to a finite and complete set of tests but the authors admit that the method is highly exponential and is not usable in practice. Any approaches [CKL98, EDKE98, SPF01, Kon02] use a test purpose in order to select tests that have to be generated. A test purpose [JCTG96] - an abstract definition of an expected behaviour of the model - enables the user to choose behaviours which have to be analyzed and hence to reduce specification exploration. Nielsen and Skou [NS01] present timed approach of test cases generation from the well known Hennessy’s test theory [DH84]. They use symbolic representation of time [YPD94]. Test cases are computed by traversing forward and backward this representation. None of these approaches deals with parametric specification. Parametric Model Checking problem has been introduced in [AHV93]. In this paper, it has been shown that the problem of computing a relevant set of parameters values that ensure a property correctness is undecidable in general (i.e. the emptiness problem). [HRSV01] proposed a semi-decision algorithm and a symbolic analysis method. A sub-class of parameterized automaton, the L/U automaton depicted in this approach, ensures algorithm termination. Annichini et al [AAB00] developed and implemented parametric analysis that allows non-linear parameters constraints. Independently, both [AAB00] and [HRSV01] have used the same data structure to represent parametric constraints sets. The Parametric Difference Bound Matrix (PDBM) is an extension of Difference Bound Matrix described in [Dil89]. The parametric model-checking method proposed in [AAB00, HRSV01] produces the answer of property satisfaction together with a set of constraints on parameters for which the property holds. Our contribution. Approaches described above concern model-checking parameterized systems. Conformance testing generation for parameterized realtime systems has not been explored yet. Traditional approaches of test generation methods provide test sequences with concrete temporal constraints to verify on the implementation under test. The main contribution of this paper holds in the proposition of a new parametric extension of conformance testing generation. Our proposition consists in producing parametric test sequences and a set of constraints on parameters that guarantee the specification leads to a final state.
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In our approach, tested behaviours are specified using test purposes as in [CKL98, SPF01]. We use symbolic model checking techniques proposed by [HRSV01] to traverse the specification. Moreover, we propose indications on some solutions for parameters implementation before test execution. This method has been implemented in a tool called RTTG (Real Time Test Generator) Outline of the paper. The organization of this paper is as follows: the second section deals with the formal specification of a real-time system with parameterized timed automaton. In this part, we present a simple example in order to apply our method. The third section describes the interest of specifying test with a test purpose and conformance relation. In this section, we present synchronous observation, and we apply it on the example. The parameterized symbolic sequences generation algorithm is depicted in section 5. The section 6 is about the concrete test case computation from symbolic sequences and we will discuss the problem of parameters implementation. In the last section, we present results obtained with our prototype RTTG.



2. Specification Outlines Parametric real time systems are defined by networks of parameterized timed automata. In this paper, we will consider only deterministic specifications.



2.1. Parameterized Timed Automata Definition 1 (Linear Expressions). Let us consider P = {p1 , . . . , pn } a parameters set such that pi ∈ R with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, p a parameter in P and n ∈ N. LE(P ) is the set of linear expressions. t ∈ LE(P ) is defined according to the following grammar: t ::= n | pi | t − t | t + t | n × t Definition 2 (Clock Constraints). Let G(X) be the set of clocks constraints in the system, it is defined according to the following grammar: g ::= x ∼ e | g1 ∧ g2 where g1 , g2 are constraints, x is a clock inX, e ∈ LE(P ) is a linear expression on the parameters and∼∈ {, ≥}. Definition 3 (Parameterized Timed Automaton). A parameterized timed automaton (PTA) is a tuple: A = (Q, q0 , Act, X, P, →, I) where Q is a finite set of locations, q0 ∈ Q is the initial location, Act is the set of actions, X is the set of clocks, and P = {p1 , . . . , pn } is a finite set of parameters. →⊆ Q × Act × G(X) × 2X × Q is the transition relation. (q, a, g, r, q 0 ) ∈→ represents a switch from location q to q 0 with the action a. g ∈ G(X) is a clock guard that specifies if the switch is enabled. r ∈ 2X is the set of clocks WTRTES 2003
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reset during the transition. The function I : Q → G(X) is a mapping (called invariant) that associates each location q ∈ Q with a clock constraint in G(X).



2.2. Specification model The following example describes a system composed of 3 processes Sensor,Filter and Controller. This system is in charge to take measurements on the environment and apply filters on them. The Sensor process is Filter



get! ack!



data!



Sensor



Fdata! Controller



Figure 2.1: An example of protocol aimed at collecting data from the environment and periodically sending them to the Filter process with signal data!. The Controller can send a data request to the Filter process. Filter process purpose is to collect data from the Sensor and to apply Filters on received data. Then filtered data (i.e. Fdata) are sent to the Controller. Then this process sends a data acknowledgment ack!. In order to express temporal constraints on this system, we take into account several parameters: 1. lmin and lmax : respectively the minimal and maximal delay needed by the network to carry a signal from a process to another (i.e. latency) 2. f : the maximal delay before the arrival of another Sensor data (i.e. Sensor period) 3. f lt: the delay needed by Filter process to filter a Sensor data The automaton which models the Filter process of our example is depicted in figure 2.2. This model will be used in the whole paper as a running example.



3. Conformance Testing Requirements 3.1. Test Purpose Definition A test purpose is a particular automaton representing a property to be checked on the implementation. The interest of using such an automaton during the test WTRTES 2003
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data? y := 0 y≥f



ack? y ≥ 2 + lmin y := 0
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get?



S3



Fdata! y ≥ f lt + lmin



y≤f y ≤ f lt + lmax



Figure 2.2: The Filter process automata sequences generation is that the behaviours explored on the model are limited and thus the state space explosion problem is reduced. A test purpose is an automaton with two kinds of final states: ACCEPT or REJECT. As described in [CKL98], the test purpose can also contain temporal constraints. The timed test purpose can have several clocks representing temporal constraints between two non consecutive actions. In the case of timed conformance testing, we argue that it is not necessary to use a timed test purpose. In fact, the aim of conformance testing is to determine if the implementation has the same behaviour than the specification. In the case of reachability property of the form "the system will lead to a specified state (within a time T)", the test execution can conclude that the test purpose is not satisfied but the specification is respected (for example, the specification models a system where this specified state is reached within a time Ts ). The verdict of test execution will lead to a timed inconclusive verdict. In order to check conformance of the implementation, we just need the timed constraints of specification. Temporal constraints on test purpose are thus not mandatory. Definition 4 (Test Purpose). A test purpose is an automaton: T P = (Qtp , q0tp , Acttp , →tp , ACCEPTT P , REJECTT P ) with Qtp a finite set of control states, q0tp the initial control state, Acttp a set of actions, and →tp the transition relation. The two sets of end-states are denoted ACCEPT T P and REJECT T P . WTRTES 2003
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Let S be the specification automata, the alphabet recognized by the test purpose is the same as the alphabet of the specification (i.e. Acttp = Acts ). In order to recognize each run from the specification, the test purpose has to be complete (i.e. ∀q ∈ Qtp and ∀a ∈ Acttp , ∃(q, a, q 0 ) ∈→tp ). We use ∗ to depict all actions except the other ones explicitly enabled from q. If the test purpose is complete, it will recognize all executions of specification and we are sure that the synchronous product between specification and test purpose will keep all the behaviours of the specification. The REJECT set contains states associated with behaviours which are not taken into account. Each behaviour in the REJECT set leads to a REJECT state in the synchronous product. The behaviours leading to REJECT state will not be taken into account in reachability analysis. This set reduces the specification exploration. This test purpose definition is similar to the one described in the TGV method [Mor00]. Example 3.1 (Test purpose for the filter process). The figure 3.3 describes an example of test purpose for the Filter process depicted in figure 2.2. This test purpose is aimed at guaranteeing that a data request from the Con-



*
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*



get?



*



O1



data? *



ack?



O2 Accept



O3 Reject



Figure 3.3: The test purpose process troller will eventually lead to a filtered data sending. In this case, we do not take into account behaviours when the data filtering is interrupted by a Sensor data reception.



3.2. Conformance Relation Conformance testing aims at verifying that external behaviours of implementation conformto external behaviours of the model. Let us consider T r(S) and WTRTES 2003
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T r(I) the set of observable traces of specification and implementation, the conformance relation can be expressed as follows: ∀σ ∈ T r(I) imply σ ∈ T r(S) σ is a trace in observable behaviours of implementation and specification. Each trace in the observable behaviour of the implementation I is a trace of the observable behaviour of the specification S.



3.3. Synchronous Observation of Specification The test generation method is based on a depth first analysis on synchronous product between the specification and the automaton representing the test purpose. The synchronous product is computed as described in [ACD90]. Let S = (Qs , q0s , Acts , Xs , Ps , →s , Is ) and T P = (Qtp , q0tp , Acttp , →tp ) be respectively the specification parametric timed automata and the test purpose, the synchronous product of these automata, denoted P S = S × T P , is the parameterized timed automata: P S = (Qs × Qtp , Acts ∪ Acttp , Xs , →P S , IP S ) The transition relation is defined by the following rule: 0 →tp ,and a ∈ Acts ∩ Acttp , < (qs , qtp ), a, gs , rs , (qs0 , qtp ) > ∈ →ps . The invariant relation is IP S (qs , qtp ) = I(qs ). Actually, the test purpose is an untimed automaton. the same as the specification. REJECT and ACCEPT sets are managed according to the following rules: ACCEPT P S = {(qs , qtp )|(qs , qtp ) ∈ QP S ∧ qtp ∈ ACCEPT T P } REJECT P S = {(qs , qtp )|(qs , qtp ) ∈ QP S ∧ qtp ∈ REJECT T P } In order to reduce execution time, the synchronous product between test purpose and processes of system is computed at the first step of test generation. This means that global system (i.e. composition of all processes of the system) will never be computed. In order to obtain a better reduction of execution times, the synchronous product could be computed on the fly during the reachability analysis step.



3.4. Synchronous Product for the example The Figure 3.4 shows the synchronous product between the Filter process model and the test purpose depicted in Figure3.3.



4. Symbolic Test Generation The forward reachability analysis algorithm is applied on the synchronous product computed from the model and the test purpose. This algorithm is an WTRTES 2003
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S1 O 0



data? y := 0 S2 O 0



get? data? y := 0 y≥f



S3 O 1



y≤f y ≤ f lt + lmax



Fdata! y ≥ f lt + lmin



data? y := 0 y≥f



S4 O 1



y≤f



R



ack? y ≥ 2 + lmin y := 0



A y≤f



Figure 3.4: Synchronous Product of Automata depicted in figures 2.2 and 3.3



adaptation from the one in [HRSV01]. In fact, the original algorithm checks that property is correct during the system reachability analysis. In this case, checking the property in the states is not necessary. We only compute reachable states of synchronous product and a set of constraints on parameters.



4.1. Symbolic States A symbolic state is a tuple (q, C, D) where q is the location, C is a set of constraints on parameters, and D a set of constraints on clocks values. Let S 0 represent the set of symbolic successors {(q 0 , Ci0 , Di0 )} for a symbolic state (q, C, D). Operations on the set of constraints are computed using the PDBM (Parametric Difference Bounded Matrices) that we introduce now. WTRTES 2003
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4.2. Parametric Difference Bound Matrix The definition of PDBM described here is extracted from [HRSV01, AAB00]. A more precise definition of operators for this data structure can be found in these papers. The main difference between DBM and PDBM is that elements in the parametric case, elements in the matrix are linear expressions on parameters. Definition 5. Parametric Difference Bound Matrix Let us consider the set of clocks X = {x1 , . . . , xn }. A parametric difference bound matrix is a (n+1)× (n+1) matrix. Each element Dij of the matrix is a pair (eij , ≺) that represents a constraint of the form a simple constraintxi − xj ≺ eij , with eij ∈ LE(P ) and ≺∈ { p ∈ g and xi < q ∈ I(l), then Cl0 = Cl0 {p ≤ q}. a,g,r 0 0 (b) ∀l, l0 ∈ Q and p, q ∈ P as l −→ S l , xi > p ∈ g and xi < q ∈ I(l ) and xi := 0 ∈ / r, then Cl0 = Cl0 {p ≤ q}.



4.4. Symbolic Successor Computation According to the symbolic semantics of parameterized timed automata, the set S 0 of symbolic successors is computed in using the following method: For all a, g, r transition q −→ q 0 : 1. Apply constraint on parameters for the guard : ∀xi > p ∈ g and xi < q ∈ I(q), then: if (Cq ∪ {p ≤ q}) 6= ∅, S 0 1 = (Cq ∪ {p ≤ q}, Dq ))} 2. Apply the guard of the : ∀ (Ci , Di ) ∈ S10 , V transition 0 0 0 (Ci , Di ) = (Ci , Di ) g, S2 = S20 ∪ (Ci0 , Di0 ) 3. Reset clocks in the reset set of the transition : ∀ (Ci , Di ) ∈ S20 , S30 = ∪ (Ci , Di [x\0])∀ x ∈ R 4. Let time elapsing in the reached state : ∀ (Ci , Di ) ∈ S30 , S40 = ∪ (Ci , Di ↑) 5. Apply constraint on parameters for the invariant : ∀ xi > p ∈ g, xi < q ∈ I(q 0 ) and xi := 0 ∈ / r, then if (Ci ∪{p ≤ q}) 6= ∅, ∀(Ci , Di ) ∈ S40 , 0 S 5 = (Ci ∪ {p ≤ q}, Di ))} 6. Apply the target state invariant : ∀ (Ci , Di ) ∈ S50 , V 0 0 0 (Ci , Di ) = (Ci , Di ) Iq0 , S6 = S60 ∪ (Ci0 , Di0 )



After last step, ∀ (C 0 , D0 ) ∈ S60 , we can write: (q, C, D) → (q 0 , C 0 , D0 ) WTRTES 2003
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5. Parameterized Tests Construction In this section, we tackle the problem of generating symbolic test sequences using symbolic successor computation. The symbolic sequences construction is based on the well-known forward reachability algorithm described by [Pet99].



5.1. Forward Reachability Algorithm This algorithm is similar to the one used for non-parameterized timed automata, except that this one computes constraints on clocks and constraints on parameters during graph traversal. In order to save states, this algorithm depicted in figure5.1 manipulates two sets of states. PASSED stands for the reached states and WAITING contains the unexplored states. The analysis starts at the initial state and computes the symbolic reachable states in a step from an existing symbolic state already encountered. When the algorithm ends, the PASSED list contains the reachable states space. This algorithm is similar to the one used for non-parameterized timed automata, except that this one computes constraints on clocks and constraints on parameters. The algorithm is the following:



5.2. Symbolic Sequence for the Filter process This section deals with the results obtained when applying the forward reachability algorithm to the example presented in section 2.2. One of the symbolic sequences obtained by reachability analysis on the synchronous product is depicted in figure 5.7. Here, we only consider, sequences leading to an accepting state. The set of constraints C on parameters obtained from this analysis is the union of constraints on each state in the symbolic sequence: C = ∩C i ∀qi At this point of the test generation, we already know that the symbolic sequence will always terminate in a final state if the set of constraints on parameters is achieved. In this example, the set of constraints C = {f lt + lmin < f, 2 + lmin < f } guarantees that the ACCEPT state will always be reached. Those results have the following meaning: • The first result f lt + lmin < f means that the maximal delay before the Sensor sends data must be lower than the time needed by Filter to process the previous data and send it to the Controller process. • Finally, the forward reachability shows that for this symbolic sequence 2 + lmin < f . This means that the Sensor period depends on the network latency and more precisely that it must be greater than the maximal WTRTES 2003
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Fonction 5.1 Function that computes parametric symbolic traces Function SymbolicTracesComputation(ParametricTimedAutomata vector of traces



PS):



2: PASSED :=∅



PASSED :=∅ WAITING :={L0



TRACES :=



4: 6: 8: 10: 12:



14: 16: 18:



= (q0 , ∅, D)}



∅



While WAITING 6= ∅ Do WAITING := WAITING - {(Q, Cp , D)} TRACE T EMP := ∅ For all T ∈ Traces of the form (l0 , D0 ), . . . , (l, D) Do TRACES T EMP := TRACES T EMP ∪ T TRACES := TRACES - T End For If ¬∃{(l, D)} ∈ PASSED then PASSED := PASSED ∪{(Q, Cp , D)} a,g,r For all P 0 , a, g, r as {(Q, Cp , D)} −−−→ {(Q0 , Cp , D0 )} 0 0 and D = ((r(q ∧ C)) ↑) and Cp 6= ∅ Do WAITING := WAITING ∪{(Q0 , Cp0 , D 0 )} T := T ∪ (l0 , D0 ) End For End If TRACES := TRACES ∪ T End While



latency plus the needed delay for Controller process to acknowledge the data. ACCEPT state is reachable from state S3 O1 providedf < f lt + lmax or f lt + lmax ≤ f . These two cases have to be taken into account. As an example for test case concretization, we choose to describe the case f lt + lmax ≤ f .



6. Symbolic Sequences Concretization After symbolic sequences computation (see the above section), it is necessary to define for each of these sequences, one or more concrete test sequence. These ones are the test cases actually executed on the implementation. First step. The first step for the test case concretization is to specify which signals are controlled by the tester. In the case of the example depicted above, the tester can be substituted to Controller process. Therefore, signals get? WTRTES 2003
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S1 O 0



data? S2 O 0



get?



get?



S 3 O1 C = f lt + lmax ≤ f D = y < f lt + lmax



S 3 O1 C = f < f lt + lmax D=y 
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